
Tiny House and Parklands
[Includes a full environment building setup]
Thank you for buying Tiny House and Parklands
[NOTE Daz Studio 4.15 Pro or higher is required, this is an Iray Product]
Tiny House and Parklands is a massively powerful, yet easy to use World Set within Daz 
Studio that includes:-

1 MGX Tiny House Scenes [20 Scenes]
20 Fully Setup Scenes.
These Scenes come with many different looks and angles and environment optimizations, 
including cameras inside the House with lights on (see Images) and also Night Scenes, Sunset 
Scenes and Amazing Parkland scenes (See Images).

2 MGX Env Scene Setup
2 Hi Quality Environment setups.
Includes a HD backdrop, Sundial, 4 cameras and highly optimized Render and Environment 
Settings
2 Mid Quality Environment setups,
Includes good quality Iray setups with a Sundial, 4 cameras and optimized settings.
2 Add Scene Setups.
These 2 Scene Setups add all objs that are pre postioned for use in the Scene.
The Tiny House, plus paths, trees, bushes, pond, vines and a full landscape etc in 2 different 
Scene arrangements. simply add one of these to an Environment setup of your choice and you 
are good to go.

[Morphs]
MGX Tiny House. You can open and close the door in the House and the Shed, you can also 
lower the upper and lower lights in the Tiny House.
Simply select the House in the Scene, and the Parameters and then Actor/Adjustments. MGX 
Grass Lg. You can lower the grass to suit the Scene.
MGX Landscape. You can flatten the hills on the Landscape.
MGX Base. There are multiple Morphs on the Base to Adjust the Horizons independently and 
scale the Base.

Sundial.
There is an option to add the Sundial to a Scene that’s built from scratch.
(The Sundial is already Included in the PreSet Scenes)
Plus 11 Basic Sundial Positions for the Sun, this controls the angle of the Sun in the Scene and 
the casting of Shadows as well.

Cameras.
14 Different Camera Setups with different views and Camera Parameters.

Lights.
Turn on or off all upper and lower House lights separately, and outer Lanterns and path lights 
as well. (See Night Images)You can create many amazing setups with Tiny House and 
Parklands, the possibilities are
endless.
You can use your custom characters to live inside the house.
You can also just use the Parklands to create your own scenes and add whatever buildings 
you wish to.

In conclusion Tiny House and Parklands is very easy to use so it does not really require a 
very large user guide, simply install it and open Daz Studio, add a Preset scene and you are 
good to go.

Happy Rendering
Magix-101




